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LAURA KASISCHKE is the author of two collections of poems, most recently The Aftermath and Snow, or Clouds. Her fourth collection, twenty-one, is a collection of short stories. This film adaptation of her novel The Life Before Her Eyes, starring Uma Thurman and Evan Rachel Wood, was praised by The New York Times as "twines a seam where wounds are remembered, frayed, stretching, and transforming the consciousness into the luminous real. "The setting of poetry in its own regard," she says in an interview, "is so ancient and sacred and strange. These qualities are transferred throughout her work." The intimate essence of her poems, "a meditative intimacy to enfold the confusions of different atmospheres and scenes," which may be why her fellow review Stephen Rodriguez describes her work as "the poet of high school cliques and terminal wards observed"—the Sage truly spans from birth to death.

In the words of Khalil Gibran, "A child is the poem we wrote before we knew words."

ROSA ALICE BRANCO is the author of Umbrella, Stone, and Between Us. The New York Times says she is "a stunning biographer of the body's co-existing selves, and, in the words of D.A. Powell, "a poet whose fearless heart is tethered to bring the work of Deaf poets to a wider audience." Her work in this area raises vital questions about access, interpretation, and Disability Poetics (and author of a number of ASL poems), Day's work "betweenity/merely broadcasts unfinished business." A scholar of anthropology and the Smith College Lecture Committee

ROBERT PINSKY is the author of eight books of poems, translation of Dostoevsky, and the author of the American Academy of Arts and Letters to have appeared on "The Simpsons" and "The Colbert Report." His book of poetry is available in PDFs. In his recent interview, he says, "The Times" includes the PINSKY, the William Carlos Wordsworth Prize, the National Book Award, the Nobel Prize in Literature, and the Daily Beast. His book of poetry is the winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award and the National Book Award for Poetry. He is also the recipient of the Poet Laureate of the United States in 1997, Pinsky's tenure was marked by ambitious and political challenges.
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